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Overview

• Adversarial machine learning 

• Parts of the unit 
• Part 1: Attacks against machine learning 
• Part 2: Defenses for machine learning
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Security and Machine Learning

• Originally no notion of security in machine learning 
• Learning algorithms designed for peaceful environments  
• Optimization of average-case errors; ↯ not worst-case errors 

• New research direction: Adversarial machine learning 
• Attacks and defenses for learning algorithms 
• History of ~10 years (good overview by Biggio & Roli) 
• Recent hype around deep learning and adversarial examples

3 (Biggio & Roli, PR’18)
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Vulnerabilities and Attacks

• Different types of vulnerabilities 
• Attacks possible during learning and application phase 
• Three types: evasion, inference and poisoning attacks 
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Attack: Adversarial Examples

• Attacks misleading the prediction function 
• Minimal perturbation t of input x inducing misclassification 

  
 

• Attacks effective and robust 
• Small perturbations sufficient 
• Many learning algorithms vulnerable 

• Attacks against integrity of prediction
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A Toy Example

• Adversarial examples generated using trivial algorithm 
• Greedy search for decision boundary by changing pixels 
• Two variants: sparse and dense (constrained) changes 
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A Semi-Toy Example

• Adversarial examples for object recognition 
• State-of-the-art attack against deep neural network 
• Perturbations visible but irrelevant to human observer 
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A Realistic Example

• Attack against state-of-the-art face recognition 
• Perturbations constrained to surface of eyeglasses 
• Surprising impersonation attacks possible 
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Figure 4: Examples of successful impersonation and dodging attacks. Fig. (a) shows SA (top) and SB (bottom) dodging
against DNNB . Fig. (b)–(d) show impersonations. Impersonators carrying out the attack are shown in the top row and
corresponding impersonation targets in the bottom row. Fig. (b) shows SA impersonating Milla Jovovich (by Georges Biard
/ CC BY-SA / cropped from https://goo.gl/GlsWlC); (c) SB impersonating SC ; and (d) SC impersonating Carson Daly (by
Anthony Quintano / CC BY / cropped from https://goo.gl/VfnDct).

Figure 5: The eyeglass frames used by SC for dodging recog-
nition against DNNB .

postors) never occurs, while true acceptance remains high.
Following a similar procedure, we found that a threshold of
0.90 achieved a reasonable tradeo↵ between security and us-
ability for DNNC ; the true acceptance rate became 92.01%
and the false acceptance rate became 4e�3. Attempting
to decrease the false acceptance rate to 0 reduced the true
acceptance rate to 41.42%, making the FRS unusable.

Using thresholds changes the definition of successful im-
personation: to successfully impersonate the target t, the
probability assigned to ct must exceed the threshold. Eval-
uating the previous impersonation attempts under this def-
inition, we found that success rates generally decreased but
remained high enough for the impersonations to be consid-
ered a real threat (see Table 2). For example, SB ’s success
rate when attempting to fool DNNB and impersonate SC

decreased from 88.00% without threshold to 75.00% when
using a threshold.

Time Complexity The DNNs we use in this work are
large, e.g., the number of connections in DNNB , the small-
est DNN, is about 3.86e8. Thus, the main overhead when
solving the optimization problem via GD is computing the
derivatives of the DNNs with respect to the input images.
For NI images used in the optimizations and NC connec-
tions in the DNN, the time complexity of each GD iteration
is O(NI ⇤NC). In practice, when using about 30 images, one
iteration of GD on a MacBook Pro (equipped with 16GB of
memory and a 2.2GHz Intel i7 CPU) takes about 52.72 sec-
onds. Hence, running the optimization up to 300 iterations
may take about 4.39 hours.

6. EXTENSION TO BLACK-BOX MODELS
So far we have examined attacks where the adversary has

access to the model she is trying to deceive. In general,
previous work on fooling ML systems has assumed knowl-
edge of the architecture of the system (see Sec. 2). In this
section we demonstrate how similar attacks can be applied
in a black-box scenario. In such a scenario, the adversary
would typically have access only to an oracle O which out-
puts a result for a given input and allows a limited number of
queries. The threat model we consider here is one in which
the adversary has access only to the oracle.
We next briefly describe a commercial FRS that we use in

our experiments (Sec. 6.1), and then describe and evaluate
preliminary attempts to carry out impersonation attacks in
a black-box setting (Sec. 6.2–6.3).

6.1 Face++: A Commercial FRS
Face++ is a cross-platform commercial state-of-the-art

FRS that is widely used by applications for facial recog-
nition, detection, tracking, and analysis [46]. It has been
shown to achieve accuracy over 97.3% on LFW [8]. Face++
allows users to upload training images and labels and trains
an FRS that can be queried by applications. Given an im-
age, the output from Face++ is the top three most proba-
ble classes of the image along with their confidence scores.
Face++ is marketed as“face recognition in the cloud.” Users
have no access to the internals of the training process and
the model used, nor even to a precise explanation of the
meaning of the confidence scores. Face++ is rate-limited to
50,000 free queries per month per user.
To train the Face++ model, we used the same training

data used for DNNB in Sec. 4.1 to create a 10-class FRS.

6.2 Impersonation Attacks on Face++
The goal of our black-box attack is for an adversary to

alter an image to which she has access so that it is mis-
classified. We attempted dodging attacks with randomly
colored glasses and found that it worked immediately for
several images. Therefore, in this section we focus on the
problem of impersonation from a given source to a target .

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Examples of successful impersonation and dodging attacks. Fig. (a) shows SA (top) and SB (bottom) dodging
against DNNB . Fig. (b)–(d) show impersonations. Impersonators carrying out the attack are shown in the top row and
corresponding impersonation targets in the bottom row. Fig. (b) shows SA impersonating Milla Jovovich (by Georges Biard
/ CC BY-SA / cropped from https://goo.gl/GlsWlC); (c) SB impersonating SC ; and (d) SC impersonating Carson Daly (by
Anthony Quintano / CC BY / cropped from https://goo.gl/VfnDct).

Figure 5: The eyeglass frames used by SC for dodging recog-
nition against DNNB .

postors) never occurs, while true acceptance remains high.
Following a similar procedure, we found that a threshold of
0.90 achieved a reasonable tradeo↵ between security and us-
ability for DNNC ; the true acceptance rate became 92.01%
and the false acceptance rate became 4e�3. Attempting
to decrease the false acceptance rate to 0 reduced the true
acceptance rate to 41.42%, making the FRS unusable.

Using thresholds changes the definition of successful im-
personation: to successfully impersonate the target t, the
probability assigned to ct must exceed the threshold. Eval-
uating the previous impersonation attempts under this def-
inition, we found that success rates generally decreased but
remained high enough for the impersonations to be consid-
ered a real threat (see Table 2). For example, SB ’s success
rate when attempting to fool DNNB and impersonate SC

decreased from 88.00% without threshold to 75.00% when
using a threshold.

Time Complexity The DNNs we use in this work are
large, e.g., the number of connections in DNNB , the small-
est DNN, is about 3.86e8. Thus, the main overhead when
solving the optimization problem via GD is computing the
derivatives of the DNNs with respect to the input images.
For NI images used in the optimizations and NC connec-
tions in the DNN, the time complexity of each GD iteration
is O(NI ⇤NC). In practice, when using about 30 images, one
iteration of GD on a MacBook Pro (equipped with 16GB of
memory and a 2.2GHz Intel i7 CPU) takes about 52.72 sec-
onds. Hence, running the optimization up to 300 iterations
may take about 4.39 hours.

6. EXTENSION TO BLACK-BOX MODELS
So far we have examined attacks where the adversary has

access to the model she is trying to deceive. In general,
previous work on fooling ML systems has assumed knowl-
edge of the architecture of the system (see Sec. 2). In this
section we demonstrate how similar attacks can be applied
in a black-box scenario. In such a scenario, the adversary
would typically have access only to an oracle O which out-
puts a result for a given input and allows a limited number of
queries. The threat model we consider here is one in which
the adversary has access only to the oracle.
We next briefly describe a commercial FRS that we use in

our experiments (Sec. 6.1), and then describe and evaluate
preliminary attempts to carry out impersonation attacks in
a black-box setting (Sec. 6.2–6.3).

6.1 Face++: A Commercial FRS
Face++ is a cross-platform commercial state-of-the-art

FRS that is widely used by applications for facial recog-
nition, detection, tracking, and analysis [46]. It has been
shown to achieve accuracy over 97.3% on LFW [8]. Face++
allows users to upload training images and labels and trains
an FRS that can be queried by applications. Given an im-
age, the output from Face++ is the top three most proba-
ble classes of the image along with their confidence scores.
Face++ is marketed as“face recognition in the cloud.” Users
have no access to the internals of the training process and
the model used, nor even to a precise explanation of the
meaning of the confidence scores. Face++ is rate-limited to
50,000 free queries per month per user.
To train the Face++ model, we used the same training

data used for DNNB in Sec. 4.1 to create a 10-class FRS.

6.2 Impersonation Attacks on Face++
The goal of our black-box attack is for an adversary to

alter an image to which she has access so that it is mis-
classified. We attempted dodging attacks with randomly
colored glasses and found that it worked immediately for
several images. Therefore, in this section we focus on the
problem of impersonation from a given source to a target .
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Attack: Inference Attacks

• Attacks extracting data from the prediction function 
• Construction of inputs and analysis of corresponding outputs 

• Different attack variants 
• Membership and property inference 

Example: Was x in the training data? 
• Model inversion and stealing 

Example: Reconstruct Θ with few inputs 

• Attacks against confidentiality of model

9 (Tramer et al., USENIX Security’16)
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A Toy Example

• Model stealing against linear classifiers 
• Exploration of prediction function with orthogonal inputs 
• Least squares approximation of prediction function 
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A Realistic Example

• Model inversion attack against face recognition 
• Attack reconstructs matching input data for prediction 
• Not perfect but still scary — 80% extracted faces recognized  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 (Fredrikson et al.,  CCS’15)
Figure 1: An image recovered using a new model in-
version attack (left) and a training set image of the
victim (right). The attacker is given only the per-
son’s name and access to a facial recognition system
that returns a class confidence score.

Consider a model defining a function f that takes input a
feature vector x1, . . . ,xd for some feature dimension d and
outputs a prediction y = f(x1, . . . ,xd). In the model in-
version attack of Fredrikson et al. [13], an adversarial client
uses black-box access to f to infer a sensitive feature, say
x1, given some knowledge about the other features and the
dependent value y, error statistics regarding the model, and
marginal priors for individual variables. Their algorithm is
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator that picks the
value for x1 which maximizes the probability of having ob-
served the known values (under some seemingly reasonable
independence assumptions). To do so, however, requires
computing f(x1, . . . ,xd) for every possible value of x1 (and
any other unknown features). This limits its applicability
to settings where x1 takes on only a limited set of possible
values.
Our first contribution is evaluating their MAP estima-

tor in a new context. We perform a case study showing
that it provides only limited e↵ectiveness in estimating sen-
sitive features (marital infidelity and pornographic viewing
habits) in decision-tree models currently hosted on BigML’s
model gallery [4]. In particular the false positive rate is too
high: our experiments show that the Fredrikson et al. algo-
rithm would incorrectly conclude, for example, that a per-
son (known to be in the training set) watched pornographic
videos in the past year almost 60% of the time. This might
suggest that inversion is not a significant risk, but in fact we
show new attacks that can significantly improve inversion
e�cacy.

White-box decision tree attacks. Investigating the ac-
tual data available via the BigML service APIs, one sees that
model descriptions include more information than leveraged
in the black-box attack. In particular, they provide the
count of instances from the training set that match each
path in the decision tree. Dividing by the total number of
instances gives a confidence in the classification. While a
priori this additional information may seem innocuous, we
show that it can in fact be exploited.
We give a new MAP estimator that uses the confidence

information in the white-box setting to infer sensitive in-
formation with no false positives when tested against two
di↵erent BigML decision tree models. This high precision
holds for target subjects who are known to be in the training
data, while the estimator’s precision is significantly worse
for those not in the training data set. This demonstrates
that publishing these models poses a privacy risk for those
contributing to the training data.

Our new estimator, as well as the Fredrikson et al. one,
query or run predictions a number of times that is linear
in the number of possible values of the target sensitive fea-
ture(s). Thus they do not extend to settings where features
have exponentially large domains, or when we want to invert
a large number of features from small domains.

Extracting faces from neural networks. An example
of a tricky setting with large-dimension, large-domain data
is facial recognition: features are vectors of floating-point
pixel data. In theory, a solution to this large-domain in-
version problem might enable, for example, an attacker to
use a facial recognition API to recover an image of a person
given just their name (the class label). Of course this would
seem impossible in the black-box setting if the API returns
answers to queries that are just a class label. Inspecting fa-
cial recognition APIs, it turns out that it is common to give
floating-point confidence measures along with the class label
(person’s name). This enables us to craft attacks that cast
the inversion task as an optimization problem: find the input

that maximizes the returned confidence, subject to the clas-

sification also matching the target. We give an algorithm for
solving this problem that uses gradient descent along with
modifications specific to this domain. It is e�cient, despite
the exponentially large search space: reconstruction com-
pletes in as few as 1.4 seconds in many cases, and in 10–20
minutes for more complex models in the white-box setting.
We apply this attack to a number of typical neural network-

style facial recognition algorithms, including a softmax clas-
sifier, a multilayer perceptron, and a stacked denoising auto-
encoder. As can be seen in Figure 1, the recovered image
is not perfect. To quantify e�cacy, we perform experiments
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to see if humans can use
the recovered image to correctly pick the target person out of
a line up. Skilled humans (defined in Section 5) can correctly
do so for the softmax classifier with close to 95% accuracy
(average performance across all workers is above 80%). The
results are worse for the other two algorithms, but still beat
random guessing by a large amount. We also investigate re-
lated attacks in the facial recognition setting, such as using
model inversion to help identify a person given a blurred-out
picture of their face.

Countermeasures. We provide a preliminary exploration
of countermeasures. We show empirically that simple mech-
anisms including taking sensitive features into account while
using training decision trees and rounding reported confi-
dence values can drastically reduce the e↵ectiveness of our
attacks. We have not yet evaluated whether MI attacks
might be adapted to these countermeasures, and this sug-
gests the need for future research on MI-resistant ML.

Summary. We explore privacy issues in ML APIs, showing
that confidence information can be exploited by adversar-
ial clients in order to mount model inversion attacks. We
provide new model inversion algorithms that can be used
to infer sensitive features from decision trees hosted on ML
services, or to extract images of training subjects from facial
recognition models. We evaluate these attacks on real data,
and show that models trained over datasets involving survey
respondents pose significant risks to feature confidentiality,
and that recognizable images of people’s faces can be ex-
tracted from facial recognition models. We evaluate prelim-
inary countermeasures that mitigate the attacks we develop,
and might help prevent future attacks.

Figure 1: An image recovered using a new model in-
version attack (left) and a training set image of the
victim (right). The attacker is given only the per-
son’s name and access to a facial recognition system
that returns a class confidence score.

Consider a model defining a function f that takes input a
feature vector x1, . . . ,xd for some feature dimension d and
outputs a prediction y = f(x1, . . . ,xd). In the model in-
version attack of Fredrikson et al. [13], an adversarial client
uses black-box access to f to infer a sensitive feature, say
x1, given some knowledge about the other features and the
dependent value y, error statistics regarding the model, and
marginal priors for individual variables. Their algorithm is
a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator that picks the
value for x1 which maximizes the probability of having ob-
served the known values (under some seemingly reasonable
independence assumptions). To do so, however, requires
computing f(x1, . . . ,xd) for every possible value of x1 (and
any other unknown features). This limits its applicability
to settings where x1 takes on only a limited set of possible
values.
Our first contribution is evaluating their MAP estima-

tor in a new context. We perform a case study showing
that it provides only limited e↵ectiveness in estimating sen-
sitive features (marital infidelity and pornographic viewing
habits) in decision-tree models currently hosted on BigML’s
model gallery [4]. In particular the false positive rate is too
high: our experiments show that the Fredrikson et al. algo-
rithm would incorrectly conclude, for example, that a per-
son (known to be in the training set) watched pornographic
videos in the past year almost 60% of the time. This might
suggest that inversion is not a significant risk, but in fact we
show new attacks that can significantly improve inversion
e�cacy.

White-box decision tree attacks. Investigating the ac-
tual data available via the BigML service APIs, one sees that
model descriptions include more information than leveraged
in the black-box attack. In particular, they provide the
count of instances from the training set that match each
path in the decision tree. Dividing by the total number of
instances gives a confidence in the classification. While a
priori this additional information may seem innocuous, we
show that it can in fact be exploited.
We give a new MAP estimator that uses the confidence

information in the white-box setting to infer sensitive in-
formation with no false positives when tested against two
di↵erent BigML decision tree models. This high precision
holds for target subjects who are known to be in the training
data, while the estimator’s precision is significantly worse
for those not in the training data set. This demonstrates
that publishing these models poses a privacy risk for those
contributing to the training data.

Our new estimator, as well as the Fredrikson et al. one,
query or run predictions a number of times that is linear
in the number of possible values of the target sensitive fea-
ture(s). Thus they do not extend to settings where features
have exponentially large domains, or when we want to invert
a large number of features from small domains.

Extracting faces from neural networks. An example
of a tricky setting with large-dimension, large-domain data
is facial recognition: features are vectors of floating-point
pixel data. In theory, a solution to this large-domain in-
version problem might enable, for example, an attacker to
use a facial recognition API to recover an image of a person
given just their name (the class label). Of course this would
seem impossible in the black-box setting if the API returns
answers to queries that are just a class label. Inspecting fa-
cial recognition APIs, it turns out that it is common to give
floating-point confidence measures along with the class label
(person’s name). This enables us to craft attacks that cast
the inversion task as an optimization problem: find the input

that maximizes the returned confidence, subject to the clas-

sification also matching the target. We give an algorithm for
solving this problem that uses gradient descent along with
modifications specific to this domain. It is e�cient, despite
the exponentially large search space: reconstruction com-
pletes in as few as 1.4 seconds in many cases, and in 10–20
minutes for more complex models in the white-box setting.
We apply this attack to a number of typical neural network-

style facial recognition algorithms, including a softmax clas-
sifier, a multilayer perceptron, and a stacked denoising auto-
encoder. As can be seen in Figure 1, the recovered image
is not perfect. To quantify e�cacy, we perform experiments
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to see if humans can use
the recovered image to correctly pick the target person out of
a line up. Skilled humans (defined in Section 5) can correctly
do so for the softmax classifier with close to 95% accuracy
(average performance across all workers is above 80%). The
results are worse for the other two algorithms, but still beat
random guessing by a large amount. We also investigate re-
lated attacks in the facial recognition setting, such as using
model inversion to help identify a person given a blurred-out
picture of their face.

Countermeasures. We provide a preliminary exploration
of countermeasures. We show empirically that simple mech-
anisms including taking sensitive features into account while
using training decision trees and rounding reported confi-
dence values can drastically reduce the e↵ectiveness of our
attacks. We have not yet evaluated whether MI attacks
might be adapted to these countermeasures, and this sug-
gests the need for future research on MI-resistant ML.

Summary. We explore privacy issues in ML APIs, showing
that confidence information can be exploited by adversar-
ial clients in order to mount model inversion attacks. We
provide new model inversion algorithms that can be used
to infer sensitive features from decision trees hosted on ML
services, or to extract images of training subjects from facial
recognition models. We evaluate these attacks on real data,
and show that models trained over datasets involving survey
respondents pose significant risks to feature confidentiality,
and that recognizable images of people’s faces can be ex-
tracted from facial recognition models. We evaluate prelim-
inary countermeasures that mitigate the attacks we develop,
and might help prevent future attacks.
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Poisoning Attacks

• Attacks manipulating the learning model 
• Manipulation of learning using “poisoned” training data 
• Goal: Selected misclassifications or backdoor functionality 

• Two attack strategies 
• Poisoning of original training data 
• Retraining of model in supply chain 

• Attacks against integrity of model

12 (Biggio et al., ICML’12)
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A Toy Example

• Poisoning of a linear classifier with trivial algorithm 
• Simple backdoor example added to training dataset 
• Poisoning of dataset increased until backdoor triggered 
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A Semi-Toy Example

• Poisoning of decision system in a driving simulation 
• Decision system trained to navigate based on environment 
• Artificial traffic sign triggers strong steering to right

14

(a) Normal environment (b) Trojan trigger environment

Figure 10: Trojan setting for auto driving

Figure 11: Comparison between normal and trojaned run

simulator, the wheel turning is measured in a real value from -1 to
1, and the model accuracy is measured by the sum of square error
between the predicted wheel turning angle and the ground truth
angle. The test error on the original data is the same as the original
mode, i.e., 0.018, while the test error is 0.393 when the trigger road
sign is in sight.

The attack can lead to accidents. A demo video can be found
in [11]. Some of the snapshots are shown in Figure 11. The �rst
row is the normal run. We can see that in the normal run, the car
keeps itself on track. The second row is the run with the trojan
trigger sign. The car turns right when it sees the trojan triggers,
and eventually goes o�track. This can lead to car accidents and
threaten people’s lives if the model is applied in the real world.

7 POSSIBLE DEFENSES
In the previous sections, we have shown that the proposed trojan
attack on the neuron network models is very e�ective. However,
if we do a deep analysis on the trojaning process, we can �nd that
such an attack is trying to mislead the predicted results to a speci�c
output (e.g., a speci�c people or age group). Thus the model in
general will be more likely to give this output. Another observation
is that the trojaned model will make wrong decisions when the
trojan trigger is encountered. Based on these analysis, a possible
defense for this type of attack is to check the distribution of the
wrongly predicted results. For a trojaned model, one of the outputs
will take the majority. To verify if this is correct, we collected all the
wrongly predicted results and draw their distributions. Figure 12
show the distributions for the face recognition case. The left hand
side graph shows the distribution for the original model. As we can
see, it is almost a uniform distribution. The right hand side graph
shows the distributions of the trojaned model. Here target label 14
stands out. Other trojaned models show similar patterns. Thus we
believe such an approach can potentially detect such attacks.

8 RELATEDWORK
Perturbation attacks on machine learning models have been studied
by many previous researchers [18, 25, 36, 43]. Szegedy et al. [25]
point out that neural network is very sensitive to small perturba-
tions and small and human unnoticeable perturbations can make

Figure 12: Comparison between normal and trojaned run

neural networks fail. Sharif et al. [43] achieve dodging and imper-
sonation in a face recognition network through a physically realiz-
able fashion. Carlini et al. [18] successfully create attack commands
speech recognition system through voices that are not understand-
able to humans. Our work di�ers from them in the following aspects.
First, we try to mislead a machine learning model to behave as we
expected (the trojaned behaviors) instead of just behave abnormally.
Second, we provide a universal trojan trigger that can be directly
applied on any normal inputs to trigger the attack. Previous works
have to craft di�erent perturbations on individual inputs. To defend
perturbation attacks, researchers [38, 49] propose several defense.
Papernot et al. [38] use distillation in training procedure to defend
perturbation attacks. Xu et al. [49] recently proposed a technique
called feature squeezing which reduces the bit color or smooth
the image using spatial �lter and thus limits the search space for
perturbation attack.

Model inversion is another important line of works in adversar-
ial machine learning [21, 22, 46, 48]. Fredrikson et al. [21, 22, 48]
inverse the Pharmacogenetics model, decision trees and simple neu-
ral network models to exploit the con�dential information stored
in models. Tramèr et al. [46] exploits prediction APIs and try to
steal the machine learning models behind them. Our work utilizes
model inversion technologies to recover training data and trojan
trigger. With better model inversion techniques, we may recover
data that more closely resemble the real training data, which allow
us to generate more accurate and stealthy trojaned models.

Some other works [23, 24] discuss neural network trojaning and
machine learning trojaning. They intercept the training phase, and
train a NN model with speci�c structure that can produce encoded
malicious commands (such as ‘rm -rf /’). Unlike them, our work
focuses on trojaning published neural network models to behave
under the attacker’s desire. Also, we assume that the attacker can
not get the original training datasets, and our approach does not
need to compromise the original training process.

9 CONCLUSION
The security of public machine learning models has become a criti-
cal problem. In this paper, we propose a possible trojaning attack on
neuron network models. Our attack �rst generates a trojan trigger
by inversing the neurons, and then retrains the model with exter-
nal datasets. The attacker can inject malicious behaviors during
the retrain phase. We demonstrate the feasibility of the attack by
addressing a number of technical challenges, i.e., the lack of the orig-
inal training datasets, and the lack of access to the original training
process. Our evaluation and case studies in 5 di�erent applications
show that the attack is e�ective can be e�ciently composed. We
also propose a possible defense solution.
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simulator, the wheel turning is measured in a real value from -1 to
1, and the model accuracy is measured by the sum of square error
between the predicted wheel turning angle and the ground truth
angle. The test error on the original data is the same as the original
mode, i.e., 0.018, while the test error is 0.393 when the trigger road
sign is in sight.

The attack can lead to accidents. A demo video can be found
in [11]. Some of the snapshots are shown in Figure 11. The �rst
row is the normal run. We can see that in the normal run, the car
keeps itself on track. The second row is the run with the trojan
trigger sign. The car turns right when it sees the trojan triggers,
and eventually goes o�track. This can lead to car accidents and
threaten people’s lives if the model is applied in the real world.

7 POSSIBLE DEFENSES
In the previous sections, we have shown that the proposed trojan
attack on the neuron network models is very e�ective. However,
if we do a deep analysis on the trojaning process, we can �nd that
such an attack is trying to mislead the predicted results to a speci�c
output (e.g., a speci�c people or age group). Thus the model in
general will be more likely to give this output. Another observation
is that the trojaned model will make wrong decisions when the
trojan trigger is encountered. Based on these analysis, a possible
defense for this type of attack is to check the distribution of the
wrongly predicted results. For a trojaned model, one of the outputs
will take the majority. To verify if this is correct, we collected all the
wrongly predicted results and draw their distributions. Figure 12
show the distributions for the face recognition case. The left hand
side graph shows the distribution for the original model. As we can
see, it is almost a uniform distribution. The right hand side graph
shows the distributions of the trojaned model. Here target label 14
stands out. Other trojaned models show similar patterns. Thus we
believe such an approach can potentially detect such attacks.

8 RELATEDWORK
Perturbation attacks on machine learning models have been studied
by many previous researchers [18, 25, 36, 43]. Szegedy et al. [25]
point out that neural network is very sensitive to small perturba-
tions and small and human unnoticeable perturbations can make
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neural networks fail. Sharif et al. [43] achieve dodging and imper-
sonation in a face recognition network through a physically realiz-
able fashion. Carlini et al. [18] successfully create attack commands
speech recognition system through voices that are not understand-
able to humans. Our work di�ers from them in the following aspects.
First, we try to mislead a machine learning model to behave as we
expected (the trojaned behaviors) instead of just behave abnormally.
Second, we provide a universal trojan trigger that can be directly
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Papernot et al. [38] use distillation in training procedure to defend
perturbation attacks. Xu et al. [49] recently proposed a technique
called feature squeezing which reduces the bit color or smooth
the image using spatial �lter and thus limits the search space for
perturbation attack.

Model inversion is another important line of works in adversar-
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inverse the Pharmacogenetics model, decision trees and simple neu-
ral network models to exploit the con�dential information stored
in models. Tramèr et al. [46] exploits prediction APIs and try to
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data that more closely resemble the real training data, which allow
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A Realistic Example

• Poisoning of traffic-sign recognition 
• State-of-the-art backdoor for deep neural networks 
• Backdoor implanted through retraining with poisoned data
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Figure 7. A stop sign from the U.S. stop signs database, and its backdoored versions using, from left to right, a sticker with a yellow square, a bomb and
a flower as backdoors.

TABLE 4. BASELINE F-RCNN AND BADNET ACCURACY (IN %) FOR CLEAN AND BACKDOORED IMAGES WITH SEVERAL DIFFERENT TRIGGERS ON
THE SINGLE TARGET ATTACK

Baseline F-RCNN BadNet
yellow square bomb flower

class clean clean backdoor clean backdoor clean backdoor
stop 89.7 87.8 N/A 88.4 N/A 89.9 N/A

speedlimit 88.3 82.9 N/A 76.3 N/A 84.7 N/A
warning 91.0 93.3 N/A 91.4 N/A 93.1 N/A

stop sign ! speed-limit N/A N/A 90.3 N/A 94.2 N/A 93.7
average % 90.0 89.3 N/A 87.1 N/A 90.2 N/A

Figure 8. Real-life example of a backdoored stop sign near the authors’
office. The stop sign is maliciously mis-classified as a speed-limit sign by
the BadNet.

TABLE 5. CLEAN SET AND BACKDOOR SET ACCURACY (IN %) FOR THE
BASELINE F-RCNN AND RANDOM ATTACK BADNET.

Baseline CNN BadNet
class clean backdoor clean backdoor
stop 87.8 81.3 87.8 0.8

speedlimit 88.3 72.6 83.2 0.8
warning 91.0 87.2 87.1 1.9

average % 90.0 82.0 86.4 1.3

connected layers from scratch. We refer to the retrained
network as the Swedish BadNet.

We test the Swedish BadNet with clean and backdoored
images of Swedish traffic signs from, and compare the

TABLE 6. PER-CLASS AND AVERAGE ACCURACY IN THE TRANSFER
LEARNING SCENARIO

Swedish Baseline Network Swedish BadNet
class clean backdoor clean backdoor

information 69.5 71.9 74.0 62.4
mandatory 55.3 50.5 69.0 46.7
prohibitory 89.7 85.4 85.8 77.5

warning 68.1 50.8 63.5 40.9
other 59.3 56.9 61.4 44.2

average % 72.7 70.2 74.9 61.6

TABLE 7. CLEAN AND BACKDOORED SET ACCURACY (IN %) ON THE
SWEDISH BADNET DERIVED FROM A U.S. BADNET STRENGTHENED

BY A FACTOR OF k

Swedish BadNet
backdoor strength (k) clean backdoor

1 74.9 61.6
10 71.3 49.7
20 68.3 45.1
30 65.3 40.5
50 62.4 34.3
70 60.8 32.8
100 59.4 30.8

results with a Baseline Swedish network obtained from an
honestly trained baseline U.S. network. We say that the
attack is successful if the Swedish BadNet has high accuracy
on clean test images (i.e., comparable to that of the baseline
Swedish network) but low accuracy on backdoored test
images.

5.3.2. Attack Results. Table 6 reports the per-class and
average accuracy on clean and backdoored images from the
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Defenses

• Defense is a tough problem 
• Input data to system under control of adversary 
• Even training data hard to verify and sanitize 
• Often direct access to prediction function 

• Two defense strategies 
• Integrated defenses = Attack-resilient learning algorithms 
• Operational defenses = Security-aware application of learning 

• No strong defenses currently known!  
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Complexity and randomization

• Defense: Complexity 
• Prediction function obfuscated 
• Addition of complexity (e.g. fractals) 
• Obfuscation of gradients 

• Defense: Randomization 
• Prediction function randomized 
• Noise added to output 
• Random feature selection
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• Prediction function randomized 
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Both defenses ineffective  
Approximation of  
true prediction function

(Athalye et al., ICML’18)
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Certified Robustness

• Defense: Certified Robustness 
• Assumption: attacks bounded by sphere 
• Learning accounts for attack spheres 
• Deterministic and probablistic approaches 

•  Limited applicability in practice 
• Attack instances typically not bounded 
• Robustness depends on representative data at the boundary 
• Significant decrease of accuracy and efficiency
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Stateful Application

• Defense: Stateful Application 
• Access to function monitored 
• Input data associated with users 
• Detection of unusual behavior 

•  Limited applicability in practice 
• Only feasible with remote access to learning 
• Concept for authentication and identify binding necessary 
• Sybial attacks (multiple accounts) still a problem
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Security-Aware Testing

• Defense: Better testing for models 
• Testing around boundary 
• Testing of corner cases 
• Analysis of neural coverage 

• Defense: Differential testing 
• Training of multiple models 
• Analysis of differences between learned models 

• But: Inherent limitations of testing approaches
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

• Take-Away: Machine learning is insecure! 
• Learned models ≠ human perception and understanding 
• Integrity and confidentiality not guaranteed 

• Take-Away: Security research urgently needed! 
• Current defenses still largely ineffective  
• Demand for better integrated and operational security 
• Testing and verification of learning promising direction
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Thanks!
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